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SERVICE CLASSIFICATION NO. 2 (Continued) 
 

5. Temporary Customer Discontinuance 
A customer may request in writing and the Company may mutually agree to the Temporary Customer 
Discontinuance service of Company Facilities at a specific light(s) location for a short duration of 
consecutive days up to one (1) billing cycle to accommodate the customer’s replacement or maintenance of 
Equipment.  The customer is responsible for the full reimbursement of all costs incurred by the Company 
including, but not limited to labor, material, transportation, equipment, adders and general and 
administration expenses associate with the temporary discontinuance of Company Facilities.  The 
Company will de-energize and remove all specified above grade Facilities and following the stated 
duration, reinstall the same Facility (unless the Facility is considered by the Company as closed or 
obsolete).  The Company will make temporary electric system reconfigurations to maintain service to 
unaffected street light locations as necessary at customer’s expense.  The customer will continue to pay all 
charges for the duration of the Temporary Customer Discontinuance except as defined in Other Charges 
and Credits, Temporary Operation Discontinuance, F.4 of RATE.  Any Facilities removed and not 
reinstalled will be considered eliminated and subject to the application of Permanent Discontinuance, as 
defined under RATE, Section F.7. 
 

6. Temporary Facility Discontinuance 
A customer may request in writing and the Company may mutually agree to the temporary discontinuance 
of Company Facilities at a specific light(s) location for a duration of not less than one (1) billing cycle and 
not greater than twelve (12) consecutive billing cycles.  The customer is responsible for the full 
reimbursement of all costs incurred by the Company including, but not limited to labor, material, 
transportation, equipment, adders and general and administration expenses associated with the temporary 
discontinuance of Company Facilities.  The Company will de-energize and remove all specified above 
grade Facilities and following the stated duration, reinstall the same Facility (unless the Facility is 
considered by the Company as closed or obsolete) when designated by the customer.  The Company will 
make temporary electric system reconfigurations to maintain service to unaffected street light locations as 
necessary at customer’s expense.  The customer will continue to pay all charges for the duration of the 
temporary discontinuance except as defined in Other Charges and Credits, Temporary Operation 
Discontinuance, F.4 of RATE.  A limitation of no greater than ten (10) percent of the number of lamps as 
defined in the customer’s bill account can be affected by Temporary Facility Discontinuance during a 
given billing cycle.  Any Facilities removed and not reinstalled will be considered eliminated and subject to 
the application of Permanent Discontinuance, as defined under RATE, Section F.7. 
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Suspended to 12/30/2020 by order in Case 20-E-0380. See Supplement No. 36. The supplement filing date was 08/24/2020
Suspended to 06/30/2021 by order in Case 20-E-0380. See Supplement No. 37. The supplement filing date was 12/22/2020
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